
 

Write your concerns to:  

Margaret Miller, Minister of Environment 
minister.environment@novascotia.ca  

Stephen McNeil, Premier of Nova Scotia 
premier@novascotia.ca 

No Salt Brine Dumped in 
Shubenacadie River! 

Proper consultation and respect of all 
Treaty Rights! 

The Alton Gas project proposes to drill 13 
- 18 unconventional salt caverns about 
1km deep to store massive amounts of 
natural gas.  

The process of creating caverns produces 
salty brine waste. Alton Gas plans on 
dumping this brine into the Shubenacadie 
estuary.  

At full operation, Alton gas will be 
releasing approx 10,000m3 of brine 
(3,170 tonnes of hard salt) into the 
river system each day.  



● The risks of groundwater contamination 
have not been studied. Caverns are being 
drilled close to local homes and directly 
into the water table their wells draw from. 
Salt cavern LNG storage has a 40% failure 
rate globally and a 65% failure rate in the 
U.S. These failures often lead to the release 
and spillage of toxic chemicals into the air, 
soil and water of local communities. 

Energy Systems: 
● Nova Scotia  needs to be moving as quickly 

as it can toward a just transition to First 
Nations-led and community-led 
renewables, and toward a fully renewable 
energy system - not investing in 
infrastructure that will become redundant as 
this transition takes place.  

● The efforts to limit global temperature rise 
to 1.5°C, within the Paris Agreement mean 
that we reasonably have about five years at 
current emissions, until we have surpassed 
this target and locked in increasingly 
dangerous levels of catastrophic climate 
change. The global community is rushing 
toward a carbon-free future to avoid the 
worst of the climate crisis; this project 
represents a move in the opposite direction. 

Failure to consult and Treaty Rights: 

● This land is unceeded Mi’kmaq land, and 
thus all direction towards its preservation 
must come from Mi’kmaq communities.  

● Treaties give all Mi”kmaq people the right to 
fish in the Shubenacadie river, which will be 
severely compromised by the toll this project 
will take on the river.   

● Neither Alton Gas Storage LP, nor the Nova 
Scotian government adequately consulted 
local Mi’kmaq First Nations groups. Both 
Sipekne’katik and Millbrook First Nations 
have filed official appeals over this. 

● By ignoring the duty to meaningfully and 
completely consult with the nearby First 
Nations, both the NS government and Alton 
Gas are actively ignoring these groups as 
autonomous governing bodies and as holders 
of treaty and title rights in Mi’kma’ki (Nova 
Scotia). 

● If the Province allows Alton Gas to continue 
without proper consultation, engagement, or 
without respecting title and treaty rights of 
First Nations, they are actively ignoring the 
Federal government’s call for reconciliation. 

Environmental concerns: 
● The Shubenacadie River is home to many 

precious wildlife, and is a life bed of 
sustenance in the area. There is no doubt 
that the discharge of extreme amounts of 
Brine will cause disastrous consequences 
for the life there. 

● There has been insignificant data provided 
regarding the impacts of river water 
uptake and brine discharge on fish eggs 
and larvae, the effects on fish homing 
abilities, and the ionic composition of the 
salt deposit and its ecological impacts. 
The studies that have commenced focus 
on striped bass eggs and larvae and leave 
out endangered Atlantic Salmon, 
Tommycod, American eel, Atlantic 
sturgeon, and Atlantic Mud piddock. 

● Project documents give passing mention 
to extremely toxic substances like 
benzene, toluene, and xylene, and how 
they will be disposed of. These 
compounds are highly dangerous to 
human health and the disposal plans must 
be fully developed and carefully 
communicated to area residents. The 
existing disposal plan is insufficient.


